
Placemaking Areas 

 

MANVERS STREET 

 

This area once formed part of a large riverside meadow known as the Ham, one of the grounds outside 

the city wall belonging to the Monastery at Bath, bounded by the ‘Abbey Orchard’ on the north (site 

of the Parades and Parade Gardens) and Southgate Street. After the Priory was dissolved in 1539, its 

estate was eventually sold in 1612 to the Hall family of Bradford on Avon whose successors, created 

Dukes of Kingston in 1726, sought to capitalise on the new Georgian development of the city. Until 

this time the Ham remained undeveloped pasture land and place of public assembly, but was soon 

after leased to Richard Marchant, merchant taylor and banker, who divided it up into rented orchards 

and market gardens accessed by a field way leading out towards the river in the direction of the 

present St.John’s Church.  

 

In 1739 Duke Evelyn signed a lease to John Wood for building development in the Abbey Orchard on 

the north side of the Ham, which Wood initially conceived as an early version of the ‘King’s Circus’, 

but soon abandoned in favour of a more ambitious scheme called the ‘Royal Forum’ [Fig.1]. This was 

to cover the whole of the Ham area and span both sides of the Avon, based on the belief that Bladud, 

mythical founder of Bath, built his palace on the Ham. In this plan, the North and South Parades, 

erected on the south side of the Abbey Orchard, were intended merely as the north side of a great 

rectangle of houses all raised up on a terrace 18 feet above normal ground level on a high rusticated 

wall crowned with a balustrade and obelisks.  

 

Even while the Parades were being built in 1740-3, Wood had enlarged his plan which now proposed 

an enormous rectangle, 1,040 feet long by 624 feet broad, exactly bisected across its length by the 

canalized Avon and centred upon ‘an Octangular Bason of Water’ where the river was widened out to 

create ‘the Haven of BATH’ [Fig.2]. On each side of the river were to be wide Piazzas ‘for People to 

celebrate their Feasts and Festivals, and carry on their Commerce’. Two bridges were to link the 

piazzas, the northern one built on the line of the present South Parade where it now ends, high above 

the river. Arched recesses or porticoes were to be built around all four sides of the vast rectangle, 

above which would be ‘Terrasses of fifty feet broad, before four lines of Building, intended to be 

erected in a Rich and Elegant Manner’. It was to be a complete escape from the narrow streets of the 

old city to classical order and logic. ‘Bath’, he says, ‘will appear much the same that Virgil declares 

Carthage to have appeared to Aeneas’. 

 

However, the South Parade, as it was built, was a poor shadow of what Wood had intended. Its central 

bays should have been occupied with grand new Assembly Rooms at terrace level and a theatre in the 

basement below. It would have included a ballroom, a theatre, two billiard-rooms, a drawing room and 

sizable ‘Anti-Chambers’ with a flat for a caretaker in the basement. There is also a hint that he 

intended a proprietary chapel to stand above the Piazzas beside the proposed Assembly Rooms. 

However the scheme failed to generate sufficient support, and from hereon the Woods, father and son, 

turned their attention to the King’s Circus and the Royal Crescent as the city’s social centre of gravity 

moved northwards and uphill. 

 

However in 1796 the idea was again considered for developing the Ham in a style to match the great 

crescents and squares on the northern slopes of the city when the estate was inherited by Duke 

Evelyn’s nephew, Charles Meadows Pierrepont, later (1796) Viscount Newark. This design, by 

Humphrey Repton, probably inspired by Nash, was illustrated by a watercolour exhibited at the Royal 

Academy in 1799 [fig.3]. It shows the existing terraces of the South Parade linked by a round-arched 

colonnade. Facing them across parkland is an exact replica. The east side of the forum is left open to 

the river and the hills beyond, and a circular carriage drive below the level of Wood’s raised terraces 

serves all the houses. A striking element of the design is the west side where a colonnaded crescent of 

33 bays, terminated by deep Corinthian porticoes, sweeps around to connect the two parades. The 

terrace of the South Parade extends under the loggia to provide a grand promenade. All carriage traffic 

is kept isolated on the park below.  

 

Charles Pierrepont had begun to negotiate with Bath Corporation in 1796, offering an exchange of 

properties to improve the roads around the Pump Room in the hope of persuading the Council to 

approve his projects for the Ham. However, the negotiations proceeded badly and by 1799 Lord 



Newark was employing James Lewis to present a modified plan which suggests that he had given up 

the idea of bringing a Nash-style Rome to the Bath area. 

 

James Lewis was a minor London architect who made a speciality of designing institutions – as 

evident in the long terrace of 17 houses in 59 bays with which he proposed to front the west side of the 

square, replacing Repton’s crescent [Fig.4]. It was evidently a more practical scheme, with more 

modest features in the centre and at each end to justify the whole with pilasters and three-quarter 

columns, but no expensive and shadowing colonnades and porticoes. Once again the east side was left 

open to the river. Houses of a lower rate formed two quadrants to the south, and Wood’s proprietary 

chapel from the 1739 scheme made a reappearance with a portico and an elegant spire to provide some 

vertical foil to the almost infinite horizontals. Lewis’s handling of the negotiations with the Council 

was even less successful, and was eased out in favour of a new outsider, William Wilkins senior, a 

Norwich architect, probably recommended to Lord Newark by Repton. 

 

Following an agreement in 1802 to start work on opening up York Street, Lord Newark (becoming 

Earl Manvers in 1806) put forward a third scheme, this time from Wilkins, who proposed a pedestrian 

plan of 175 houses to be packed tightly together in seven new streets around a much-reduced central 

Kingston Square, all the riverside houses presenting their backs to the river [Fig.6]. Work on this 

scheme seems to have been started in the minor streets behind the square, including the opening of 

Henry Street, where the first house of the square, on the NE corner, was built in c.1808 (Pierrepont 

House and Kingston House, but still known as No.1 Kingston Square today) [Fig.5]. However further 

development appears to have been delayed by a new river improvement scheme prompted by a 

particularly disastrous flood in 1809, together with the proposal in 1811 for an extension of the K&A 

Canal to Bristol. For this purpose a river bypass cut was required across the south-east corner of the 

Ham which would have meant a serious modification to Wilkins’ plan [Fig.7].  

 

Although these schemes were never carried out, the ground reserved for the cut across the Ham was 

eventually acquired instead by Brunel for the Great Western Railway and the Bath station. As a result, 

Wilkins’ plan for Kingston Square was completely abandoned, to be replaced by the construction of 

Manvers Street, stipulated in the railway Act for access from the city centre to the station. This 

however remained undeveloped as an isolated ramp leading up to the level of Pierrepont Street for 

many years, except for the hotels opposite the station and a timber yard and wharf at the end of 

Railway Place, and 1-2 Manvers Street built on the SE corner of Henry Street in c.1845. The rest of 

the area, particularly on the east side of the street, still contained the original orchards and market 

gardens accessed by the fieldway, the latter accommodated by a ‘viaduct’ or tunnel under the road 

(later blocked off by the present car-park) [Fig.8].  

 

The first notable change was the building of St.John’s Catholic Church, in 1863, and the Baptist 

Chapel in 1872, together with the terrace of Nos.5-12 Manvers Street in 1869, and in 1874 the 

Manvers estate was finally broken up in a major sale. By the 1880s the timber yard had been extended 

northward as far as St.John’s Church [Fig.9], and in 1901 a GPO and sorting office was built 

(converted to Bayntun’s bookshop in 1938), as also Fortt’s Bath Oliver Biscuit Factory (destroyed by 

bombing in 1942).   

 

The timber yard remained in use up to the beginning of WWII, when the business removed to Bristol 

[Fig.10], but even before this time part of the site next to the church was acquired by the Bath Postal 

Sorting Office, including a new classical-style office building facing the river [Fig.11]. Since the war, 

the sorting office has progressively covered the rest of the timber yard with new utility buildings. 

 

After the war, as elsewhere in Bath, extensive developments were proposed for the Manvers Street 

area in Abercrombie’s Plan for Bath in 1945 [Fig.13], but none of these were carried out, and the 

gardens and orchards below South Parade [Fig.12] remained until replaced in the 1960s by the new 

Police Station and Multi-storey carpark. Also about this time the remaining space on the west side of 

Manvers Street, occupied by an open courtyard of a petrol station, was replaced by the offices of the 

Comet showrooms.   

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.1  John Wood’s 1740 proposal for the Royal Forum, superimposed on the gardens and orchards of the 

 Ham and the Abbey Orchard. 

 

Fig.2 John Wood’s plan of ‘the Haven of BATH’ in the centre of the Royal Forum, spanning the Avon. 

 



 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Fig.3 Repton’s 1799 watercolour proposal for ‘Improving his Lordships Property at Bath by building on the ground 

 opposite the South Parade & keeping the Coach Roads on a level below the Walks & Parades’. 

   

Fig.4 James Lewis’ design for the Ham. 

 

Fig.5  Drawing of South Parade, c.1825, taken from No.1 Kingston Square, showing the market 

 gardens on the Ham and, on the opposite side of the river, the houses in the Dolemeads. 

 



            
 

 

       

Fig.6 (left) William Wilkin’s plan for Kingston 

Square. Note the pencilled lines of the river by-pass. 

 

Fig.7 (above) A city plan of 1925 showing the 

proposed river bypass and canal extension, together 

with the outlines of Kingston Square superimposed 

on the Ham. 

 

Fig.8  Manvers Street and the new railway 

 station, as shown on Cotterell’s 1852 map 

 of the city. 

 

Fig.9 Detail from the OS 1:500 map sheet of Bath, 

1885, showing the development of St.John’s 

Church and the timber yards adjoining the 

river. Note the ‘viaduct’ under Manvers 

Street leading to the gardens below South 

Parade. 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.10  A late 19th century view of the timber wharf beside St.John’s church. 

 

Fig.11 A similar view, possibly 1950s, showing the site occupied by the Postal Sorting 

 Office buildings before the alterations to the river bank.  



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.12 An undated photograph [late 19th century?] of the gardens below the South Parade. 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.13 The Manvers Street area, as envisaged in Abercrombie’s ‘A Plan for Bath’, 1945. 

 



Placemaking Areas 

 

A FURTHER NOTE ON MANVERS STREET 

 

The subject of the relationship between South Parade and the surrounding landscape was briefly discussed 

in the historical report for the World Heritage Site Setting Identification Project (2006-7), particularly in 

the section ‘Historical Viewing Places from Inside Bath (up to 1770)’. Here it was noted that, before the 

building of the Royal Crescent in the 1770s, the new developments were mainly based on inward-looking 

streets and squares, where people could meet and parade. A vista might be incorporated into the design, 

such as the Circus (looking out through Gay Street to Beechen Cliff) or, later, Pulteney Street (which 

appears to have been purposely aligned on Twerton Round Hill). It was also regarded as an advantage if a 

prospect view accidentally coincided with the overall plan, as in the case of Queen Square, where John 

Wood was quick to point out that one of his buildings on the south-west corner (presumably the present 

no.13) had a commanding view.  

 

In the case of Wood’s initial plans for the Ham, the proposed Circus and ‘New Square’ were of this 

enclosed type, and there is no indication of planned views or vistas. However it is worth noting that he did 

not yet use the term ‘Royal Forum’ until the final scheme for the ‘haven of BATH’ was proposed. The 

Royal Forum was a completely different concept, being of sufficient scale and grandeur to make use of the 

river and the surrounding hills - an open area situated within an evocative landscape setting - ‘A Region 

that sets Paradise itself before our Eyes … the very Elysium Fields of the Antients’, as noted by Tim 

Mowl in John Wood, Architect of Obsession: 

 

‘For this Forum was no mere pleasure parade like Queen Square or St.James’ Triangle [Terrace Walk] 

… If Wood, who quotes authors French, Roman and English at every opportunity, had ever shown a 

knowledge of painting, it would be easier to understand the sources of his inspiration for this 

astonishing scheme, because it has all the air of a capriccio. Realized, it would have made Bath the 

picturesque wonder of western Europe: wooded hills in the background [my italics] and in the 

foreground, a teeming basin full of ships and barges, with stone steps, columned buildings of golden 

stone, a turret or two from proprietary chapels and all the animation of Bath’s fashionable throng, 

coming and going with coaches and sedan chairs among the carts of the country folk. Yet neither 

Claude nor Poussin is ever mentioned in Wood’s writing.’ 

 

Wood would surely have approved of Turner’s landscape, Dido Building Carthage, inspired by Poussin’s 

Embarkation of the Queen of Sheba. It was evidently Wood’s vision of an open area which informed the 

later designs by Repton and Lewis, and it was only Watkins who eventually returned to the enclosed 

square of his initial plan. Although the Royal Forum was never realised, the Parades, built on high arches 

over the Abbey orchard, became fashionable promenades. Thanks to their elevated position they provided 

a ‘pier’ or platform overlooking the river from which views could be taken of the surrounding 

countryside; to the north, Lansdown and Beacon Hill (and later, the Pulteney Bridge); to the south, 

Claverton Down and Beechen Cliff, with Ralph Allen’s mansion between. Both prospects were frequently 

depicted in 18th century prints and drawings, such as Elizabeth Crossley, View from North Parade, and 

Thomas Robins, From the South Parade, 1759 [Illus]. The South Parade view was particularly favoured, 

and is the subject of the few landscape paintings taken from the city - by Thomas Ross, View Towards 

Prior Park from the Avon, Bath [Illus.], and Copplestone Warre Bampfylde’s panorama, View of Bath 

looking east [Illus.]. J.C.Bourne’s illustration of the St.James’s Railway Bridge for the GWR [Illus.] taken 

from the South Parade in the early 1840s, shows that this was still an attractive view even after the 

building of the railway station viaduct which occupied what would have been the southern terrace of 

Wood’s Royal Forum.  

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Thomas Robins, From the South Parade, Bath, Apl.17, 1759 

Thomas Ross, View Towards Prior Park from the Avon, Bath, c.1740  



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Copplestone Warre Bampfylde, View of Bath looking east 

J.C.Bourne, St.James’s Railway Bridge, Bath 
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